Clustering and mechanics in dense depletion and thermal gels.
We report on the microstructure and mechanical properties (elastic modulus) of concentrated depletion and thermal gels of octadecyl-coated silica particles for different values of the strength of interaction--polymer concentration for depletion gels and temperature for thermal gels. The depletion gels are composed of dense clusters and voids, while the thermal gels are devoid of clusters. Shear breaks up clusters in depletion gels while it induces clustering in the thermal gels. In both of these gels, the microstructure recovers to the presheared state upon cessation of shear. The recovery of the elastic modulus mimics the microstructure in the sense that the elastic modulus recovers to the presheared sheared state after shearing is stopped. Calculations of the gel boundary by modeling the interactions with an effective one-component square-well model reveals that suspensions with similar ranges of attraction gel at the same volume fraction at a fixed strength of attraction. Calculations of the elastic modulus using the naïve mode coupling theory for depletion gels are in good agreement with experimental measurements provided clustering is taken into account and have the same magnitude as the elastic moduli of thermal gels with similar strengths of attraction. These calculations, in addition to the experimental observations reinforce the point that the microscopic parameter determining the elastic modulus of dense gels and its recovery is the localization length which is only a fraction of the particle diameter and not the structure on the length scale of the particle diameter and larger.